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ABSTRACT 

Retinal image is one of the robust and accurate biometrics. A new biometric identification system base on combination 
of Fourier transform and that special partitioning and wavelet transform presented in this article. In this method, at first, 
optical disc is localized using template matching technique and use it for rotate the retinal image to reference position. 
Angular partitioning with the special structure on magnitude spectrum of retinal image and Wavelet Transform is used 
for feature definition. Finally we employ Euclidean distance for feature matching. The proposed method applied on a 
database consist 400 retinal images from 40 persons. In this article noisy and rotate retinal image are used in identifica-
tion process. 99.1% identification rate can achieve in this proposed method. 
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1. Introduction 

Biometric is the use of distinctive biological or behavi- 
oral characteristics to identify people. Biometric systems 
are now being used for large national and corporate secu- 
rity project, and their effectiveness rests on an under- 
standing of biometric system and data analysis [1]. Some 
commonly identification method include: voice, finger-
print, face, hand geometry, facial thermo gram, iris, ret-
ina [2]. Less change in vessels pattern during life, high 
security, more reliability and stability are important fea-
ture which exist in retinal image [2-3]. This traits make 
retina as a robust approach in person identification. Dif-
ferent algorithms have been utilized for human identifi-
cation. Shahnazi et al. [4] extract blood vessels pattern 
and then used 2 level Daubechies wavelet for decompo-
sition and extract wavelet energy as a feature. 

In [5] presented an approach based on localizing the 
optical disk using Haar wavelet and active Contour mo- 
del and used for rotation compensation and also Fourier- 
Mellin transform coefficients and complex moment mag-
nitudes of the rotated retinal image have been used for 
feature definition. 

In [3] extract blood vessel pattern and then obtain 
vessels information around of optical disc for recognition. 
Ortega et al. [6] used a fuzzy circular Hough transform to 
localize the optical disk in the retinal image. Then, they 
defined feature vectors based on the ridge endings and 

bifurcations from vessel obtained from a crease model of 
the retinal vessels inside the optical disk. For matching, 
they adopted a similar approach as in [7] to compute the 
parameters of a rigid transformation between feature ve- 
ctors which gives the highest matching score. This algo- 
rithm is more computationally efficient in comparison 
with the algorithm presented in [7]. However, the perfor- 
mance of the algorithm has been evaluated using a very 
small database including only 14 subjects. 

As mentioned before, pre processing based on blood 
vessel extraction increase the computational cost of the 
algorithm. In this paper a new robust feature extraction 
method without any pre processing phase has been pro- 
posed to reduce computational time and complexity. This 
proposed method is based on angular partitioning of the 
frequency spectrum information of retinal image by a 
new special structure and Wavelet Transform. 

In the proposed method we have used angular parti- 
tioning with the special structure on magnitude spectrum 
of retinal image and Wavelet Transform for feature ex- 
traction. 

This article is in 6 sections as follow: Section 2 de- 
scribes Anatomy of the retina in Section 3 localizing op-
tic disk and regulated retinal image to reference posi- 
tion. In Section 4 represent Fourier transform coefficient 
and Wavelet Transform to obtain feature vector. In Sec- 
tion 5, represent the experimental result of propose me- 
thod and Section 6 gives a conclusion. *This work was supported in part by N.S.T.R.I Tehran, Iran. 
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2. Retinal Anatomy 

Before The retina is a multi-layered sensory tissue that 
lines the back of the eye. It contains millions of photore- 
ceptors that capture light rays and convert them into 
electrical impulses. These impulses travel along the optic 
nerve to the brain where they are turned into images. 
Optic disc is brighter than other parts of the retina and is 
normally circular in shape and has a diameter of almost 3 
mm. It is also the entry and exist point for nerves enter- 
ing and leaving the retina to and from the brain. Fovea or 
the “yellow spot” is a very small area at the center of re- 
tinal that is most sensitive to light and is responsible for 
our sharp central vision [5] (Figure 1). 

3. Using Compensation of Undesired 
Rotation 

Because of anatomic movement during imaging process, 
some rotation occurred in retinal images. These rotations 
cause some problem in feature extraction and matching 
phase of retinal image recognition. To achieve a robust 
method, rotation compensation is needed. To determine 
the rotation angle of the retinal image, at first, optical 
disk has been localized by template matching technique 
[3]. For this purpose green plane of retinal image is used 
and a template image is considered. The template image 
is constructed by selection a rectangular region around 
the optical disc. Retinal image is correlated by template 
image to find most bright region in the retina, as shown 
in Figure 2. This point is an approximation of center of 
optical discposition. 

In the second step, the center of optical disc and image 
center of mass are used to determine the required rotation 
angle and then the undesired rotation of the scanned im- 
age of retina is compensated by applying the opposite 
rotation. To locate image center of mass for a M × N 
image the following equation are use: 
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After localization of optic disc and center of mass po- 
ints, we calculate angle between baseline and the line 
passing these two points as shown in Figure 3. 

We then compensate for the rotation by applying op- 
posite rotation to input image. 

4. Feature Extraction 

Our proposed feature extraction method is based on Fou- 
rier transform of retinal images and Two-dimensional 
Wavelet Transform. 

 
Figure 1. Retinal anatomy [5]. 

 

 
(a)             (b)              (c) 

Figure 2. Template matching technique for optical disk lo- 
calization: (a) Original image; (b) Template; (c) Correlated 
image. 
 

 
(a)              (b)               (c) 

Figure 3. The result of regulate retinal image to reference 
position: (a) Retinal image after localized center of mass 
and optical disk; (b) Obtain the angle of rotate; (c) Com-
pensated image by rotation. 

4.1. Fourier Transform 

First without any preprocessing, Fourier transform has 
been applied to raw retinal images. Two-dimensional dis- 
crete Fourier transform of input image is calculated using 
the following equation: 
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where f(x,y) is image intensity of size M × N and the va- 
riable u and v are the frequency variable [8]. Fourier spe- 
ctrum and phase angle are defined as follows: 
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where R(u,v) an I(u,v) are the real and imaginary part of 
F(u,v) ,respectively. For using amplitude information, the 
Fourier spectrum of retinal image is generated [aliza- 
hedi].  

In the second step of feature extraction, a new parti- 
tioning is introduced, based on dividing the Fourier spec- 
trum to several half circle with the same center around 
the central of spectrum that include segments with same 
area and same degree arc. The pixels near to the center of 
spectrum are unvalued because these pixels include only 
low frequency information of the image that depends on 
average gray level of the image. Also the pixels that have 
more than 105 pixel distance from the center of spectrum 
didn’t have any useful information. Because of symmet- 
rical property of the spectrum, partitioning for feature 
extraction only include upper half circle of the spectrum 
and underneath half circle have been neglected to de- 
crease the dimension of feature vector. The magnitude 
spectrum of image divided to N parts with same area 
called partition as described in previous. The radius of 
selected half circle started from 5 to 105 pixels. The 
number of the partitions (N) can be varied, we selected N 
= 24. After the partitioning of the spectrum image of the 
retina, the energy of each partition used for construction 
the feature vector [alizahedi]. Energy of each part as de- 
fined as Equation (5): 
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Finally, the vector is scaled to smaller range to achieve 
a better comparison between the retinal images in the 
same scale. This normalized vector is named Fourier 
Energy Feature (FEF).  

4.2. Wavelet Transform 

In this section we use an approach that describe in [4]. 
Kth-level wavelet decomposition is shown in Figure 

4, where Ak–1 is the approximation coefficients of the (K 
– 1)th-level decomposition, Ak, Hk, Vk and Dk are the ap-
proximation, horizontal, vertical and diagonal detail co-
efficients of the Kth-level decomposition, respectively. A0 
is the original image I. So after decomposed on Jth-level, 
the original image I is represented by 3J + 1 sub images 
Aj, J . The wavelet energy in horizontal, 
vertical and diagonal direction at ith level can be, respec-
tively, defined as: (6). 
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These energies reflect the strength of the images detail- 

 

Figure 4. Kth-level wavelet decomposition. 
 
sin different direction at the ith wavelet decomposed level 
[4]. So the feature vector is as (6) 
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where M is the total wavelet decomposition level, can 
describe the global details features of a blood vessels 
effectively. The vectors computed from Equations (6)-(7) 
are global features of a blood vessels. These features ex- 
tracted from the whole images don’t preserve the infor- 
mation concerning the special location of different details, 
so its ability to describe a retina is weak. In order to deal 
with this problem, we can divide the detail images into 
non-overlap blocks equally and then compute the en- 
ergy of each block [4]. Thirdly, the energies of all blocks 
are used to construct a vector. Finally, the vector is nor- 
malized by total energy. This normalized vector is named 
wavelet energy feature (WEF) [4]. If an image is decom- 
posed to J level, the length of its WEF is 3·S·S·　J. Each 
retinal image is decomposed to M = 2 level Haarwave- 
let, and each wavelet details image is divided into 2 * 2 
blocks to construct WEF. So the length of WEF is 24. 

Our proposed identification system includes the fol- 
lowing phases. In the registration phase of the persons, a 
number of images scanned from each person, then after 
rotation compensation of the captured retinal image, FEF 
and WEF of all image are extracted and registered in a 
Data Base.  

In the test phase, FEF and WEF of the test retinal im- 
age is computed, and then compares with all feature vec- 
tor of retinal images in the Data Base; finally find the 
image in Data Base by the minimum Euclidean distance 
and select it as the identified person. 

5. Experimental Results 

The proposed system was fully software implemented 
and have been tested on a data base including 40 retina 
images from DRIVE [3] data base. We increase the im-
ages to 400 retinal images from 40 subjects. For each 
subject we use 10 images. 

First image is original one and 5 next images were ro- 
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Table 1. Comparison between results of different partition. 

Method Average Identification Rate 

Fourier transform 95.4 

Wavelet Transform 97.2 

Fourier and Wavelet transform 99.1 

 
tated images by a random angle. White Gaussian noise is 
added to the original images to generate 3 noisy image 
and the 10th image is a noisy and rotated one. all the ex-
periment are conducted with Matlab 7 on PIV 1 G, 512 
M RAM pc. 

The proposed method is evaluated by a test routine as 
follow: Euclidean distance between each retinal feature 
vector and all of the others in feature vector data base 
were calculated. Identified person is determined as cor- 
responding minimum distance. Accuracy of the identifi- 
cation process is presented in Table 1. 

6. Conclusion 

In this article, a method for human identification system 
based on retinal image processing using Fourier and Wa- 
velet transform and new special partitioning was pro- 
posed. This approach is robust to rotation and noise; in 
addition, Because of the small feature vector and the ex- 
traction vessel this proposed method simple and has low 
computational complexity. Feature vector generated in 
this approach have useful information about vessel den- 
sity and vessels direction in the image. 
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